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Wow that the late-fall chill has crept into the air and most people are
getting ready for v/inter— or thinking about it anyway, you may 'be particularly
interested in some news from the Wisconsin Experiment Station about making farm-
houses more comfortable in cold weather.

M. J. La Rock of the Department of Agriculture in Washington, D. C. and
E. C. Meyer of the Wisconsin Station made a study recently to learn how farm homes
may 'be remodeled so that they will be more comfortable places to live in winter

—

in winters as cold as they come in Wisconsin.

Anyone who has ever lived on a farm will need no argument to convince him
that a good many farmhouses are pretty uncomfortahle in cold. weather . Cold and
drafty houses are all too common. This is not surprising when you realize that

most Wisconsin farmhouses were "built from 25 to 75 years ago. Now that more
prosperous times prevail, many families are interested in making their homes more
comfortable, healthful and convenient. But since farm incomes are seldom in the

luxury class, such a step calls for careful planning to get good results at the

least possible cost.

Mr. La Rock and Mr. Meyer made tests in 3 Wisconsin farmhouses to learn
what factors arc responsible for making winter temperature conditions uncomf or table.
They chose one home. with a pipeless hot-air furnace; another with piped hot air;
and a third heated by steam. All those homes also had kitchen stoves that burned
cither coal or wood. And all 3 were of unimproved wood construction.

In each of these houses the investigators found that the temperature
varied greatly within the rooms as well as in different parts of the house from
time to time during the day and night. Walls were often 10 degrees colder than
the center of the room. Down near the floor the temperatures were much colder
than near the ceilings. In fact, there was as much as 2 or 3 degrees difference
in each foot from the ceiling to the floor. So the temperature at a person's
feet might be 15 degrees colder than around his head.
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These uncomfortable conditions were caused by quick loss of heat through
the walls, and cold drafts coming in. The type of heating unit appeared to 'be

partly to blame, for the house with a pipeless furnace was mor uncomfortahle than

the other 2 houses that had piped hot air or steam heat.

Another cause of discomfort was poorly fitted windows without storm
sashes. The investigators found a window in one of these homes where, when the

wind was "blowing 18 miles an hour, enough cold air came in through cracks to make

a complete change of .air in the room 3 times every hour. Such drafts, of course,

mean discomfort, colds or other ills from unheal thfully low humidity as well as

high cost of heating.

The investigators also made a "beforc-and-after test" of 2 other farm-
houses. They checked, these "both 'before and. after remodeling. These houses were
completely 'built over. The rooms were re-arranged. New additions, porches and
fireplaces were "built. They were insulated. One house even had new siding,
windows, frames, and plaster. Both houses were equipped with a pressure water
supply, heating plant and lighting system. The heating plants were forced hot-
air systems controlled "by a thermostat, 'but one had an oil-burning furnace and
one a hand-operated coal furnace.

Of course, most farmers would not remodel as much as this—and most of

them probably wouldn't need to in order to get a reasonable degree of comfort and
convenience. But these made-over houses in Wisconsin show what excellent results
are possible even with old and very uncomfortable homes. Tor when they were
remodeled, the investigators found that the temperatures , were very even, so every
room was comfortable even in coldest weather. They found that both the heat and
the moisture in the air of, the house could "be controlled. They found the floors
and walls only slightly cooler than the air within the rooms showing that vcry.
littlc heat was "being lost. As for drafts, they were so noticeably a'bsent that
often it was necessary to open a window to get fires to burn in the fireplaces.
Finally, they checked on the heating plants and found that they operated
economically with the least possible amount of attention.

The investigators also made a survey of homes in one township where the
land was good and the farm families as prosperous as in most other sections of
the State. Here's what they learned a'bout winter comfort in the 113 houses they
checked. The homes averaged more than 7 rooms apiece "but during the winter
only a'bout k rooms were heated. Then, .well over half of these houses were heated
only by stoves— 7^ were heated "by stoves; 19 by pipeless hot-air furnaces; 19
by piped hot air; only 1 by hot water. As for storm windows which are such a
saving of heat in winter, they were on jO percent of the dining room windows,
26 percent of the ki tchens . 23 percent of the living rooms, and 11 percent of
the bedrooms. Storm doors were used on less than half of the kitchen doors but
on fev; of the other doors in the houses. And not one of these 113 houses was
insulated.

The investigators say that the common lack of insulation and storm
windoY/s along with poor heating equipment is the reason why so many homes are
uncomfortable. They suggest that any family interested in improving its home on
a limited budget may well begin on these much-needed items. Storm windows and
doors, along with the insulation of the attic floor, usually give greater returns
in comfort for the money expended than docs insulation blown into the walls.




